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Lect: 1                                                          Unit One 

                      Getting to know you 

 

• Verb Tenses:  

  1- Present simple:  

                  Form: 

Positive and Negative 
 

 
 

• Note: In the present simple 3rd person singular (He / She / It), add s, es, or ies to the 
base form of the verb. 

To regular verbs just add an s – Ex: travel - travels, give - gives 

To verbs that end in s, ss, sh, ch, x, and o, add an es – Ex: wash - washes, mix - 
 mixes, go - goes 

To verbs end in y after a consonant (any letter that isn’t a vowel), change the y to i 
and add es. Ex: study - studies, fly – flies. 

Use:  

The present simple is used to express: 

1- A habit. 

He drinks tea at breakfast. 

2- A fact which is always true. 

Stars shine at night. 

3- A fact which is true for a long time. 

He works in a school. 

 

Subject (S.) Verb (v.)               rest of sentence 
 

I / You / We / They live 
don’t live 

 
near here 

He / She / It lives 
doesn’t live 
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• Note: The most common time expressions that are used with the present simple are: 

usually, always, never, on Wednesdays, every Wednesday, twice a week, once a 

month, in general, every other day and frequently. 

 

    2- Present Continuous: is used to describe an action that is taking place now and not yet  

        complete. 

    Form: 

    Positive and Negative 

            

 

 

 

 

         

        Use: 

     The present continuous is used to express: 

1- an activity happening now. 
They are playing football in the garden. 
 

2- An activity happening around now. But perhaps not at the moment of speaking. 
He is studying English at school. 
 

3- A planned future arrangement. 
I am meeting my friend at the restaurant.  
 
 

 

 

 Subject am/ is / are                                Verb-ing (present participle) rest of sentence 

I am 
am not (’m not) 

 
 

playing 

 
 

football He / She / It is 
is not(isn’t) 

You / We / They are 
are not (aren’t) 
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• 3- Past Simple: This tense is used to express an event happened in the past. 

         Ex: I saw a movie yesterday.  

               Last year, John traveled to Japan. 

             Spelling:  

• Add ed to most verbs. Ex. talk - talked, employ - employed 

• If a short verb ending in one consonant letter preceded by one vowel letter, double the 

final consonant letter and then add ed. Ex. stop - stopped, plan - planned 

However, do not double the last letter if the verb ends in (w, x or y). Ex. play - played, 

mix - mixed. 

• If the verb ends in a consonant + y, change the y to i and add ed. Ex. try – tried, study- 

studied. 

• Note: The time expressions that are used with the past simple are: last year, last month, 
five years ago, yesterday, In 1990 and two days ago. 

 
4- The Future tense (going to): 

 
Form: 
am/is/are + going to + infinitive 
 
Ex: We are going to visit our aunt in Chicago next week. 
       I am going to meet my friend tomorrow. 
        
Note: The time expressions that are used with the future tense are: tomorrow, next week, 
next year, in two weeks, 2 years later, in 2022. 
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Question words: often called wh- words, are function words that can be used to ask open 
questions. 

Example Used for Question words 

kind of music do you like? What asking for a specific thing, object. What 

is that man? Who sking about person.a Who 

do you live? Where place or position. boutsking aa Where 

can I see you? When occasion, moment. about time,sking a When 

were you late? Why sking for a reason, explanation.a Why 

people were there? How many asking about quantity used with 
countable nouns. How many 

is the tea? How much asking about quantity or price used 
with uncountable nouns. How much 

is Tom?How old  asking about age. How old 

How far is your house from 
school? 

asking about distance between two 
places. How far 

How long is the movie? 
 

asking about the amount of time 
something takes. How long 

do you go to school? How asking for a way, manner, form. How 

are these keys? Whose sking about ownership.a Whose 

dish should I choose? Which choice.things, sking about a Which 
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Lecture 2:                                                 Unit Three 
                                                               It all went wrong 
 
 
    Past Continuous Tense:  
   1-Form (positive and negative) 

Subject was/were v. + ing 

 

I, He, She, It 

 

was 

wasn’t (was not) 

 

E.g.: working, reading,          

cooking, sleeping, calling,… 

 

We, You, They 

 

were 

weren’t (were not) 

    
     Positive:  
      - He was writing an e-mail when the phone rang. 
      - They were eating their food. 
              
     Negative: 
     - The kids weren’t playing with their toys. 
     - He wasn’t reading the book. 
           
   
Use:  
1- The past continuous tense expresses a past activity that has duration.  

     - I met her while I was living in Paris. 

2- The activity began before the action expressed by the Past Simple.   

     -She was making coffee when we arrived.      

3- Two events taking place at the same time in the past. 

     -  Linda was cooking while her sister was watching TV. 

 

Note:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 "when" is most often followed by the verb tense simple past, whereas "while" is usually 
followed by past continuous.  
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2- Question using word questions 

Word questions Was/were Subject v.+ing 

Who, what , where , 

when , why 

was I, he, she, it working, reading,         

cooking, sleeping 

calling,… 
were we, you, they 

  
     - Where was he going? 
     - How was she travelling? 

 
3- Past continuous yes/no questions  

Was/Were Subject v. + ing 

 

Was 

 

I, he, she, it 

 

E.g.: working, reading,          

cooking, sleeping calling,…  

Were 

 

we, you, they 

 

    - Were we talking too loud last night? Yes, you were 
     - Was she studying when you arrived? No, she wasn’t 
 
 

 

Noun and adjective suffixes 
A noun suffix is a letter or group of letters, for example '-sion' or '- ence', which is added to the 
end of a word ( such as verbs or adjectives) in order to form nouns. 
 

1- The suffix -ation is used to make nouns from verbs. Verbs that end in -ate then the 
ending will be -ation. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Verbs Nouns 

donate donation 
vacate vacation 
create creation 

educate education 
rotate rotation 
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2- -sion is another suffix that is used to make nouns from verbs. Verbs that take –sion as a 

suffix always end with -d, -se, -ss or -mit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3- The suffix -ment is used to make nouns from verbs and sometimes from adjectives. 

 

        

 

 

 

 

4- -ance and -ence are suffixes that are used to make nouns from adjectives and sometimes 

from verbs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5- The suffix -ness is used to make nouns from adjectives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Adjectives that end with the letter “y” will change to “i” before adding -ness. 

Verbs Nouns 

immerse immersion 
comprehend comprehension 

express expression 
diverse diversion 
permit permission 

Words Nouns 

arrange(v.) arrangement 
replace(v.) replacement 
appoint(v.) appointment 
merry(adj.) merriment 
enjoy(v.) enjoyment 

Words Nouns 

silent(adj.) silence 
important(adj.) importance 

absent (adj.) absence 
appear (v.) appearance 

exist(v.) existence 

Adjectives Nouns 

sad sadness 
good goodness 
happy happiness 
tidy tidiness 

weak weakness 
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Adjective suffix: There are different suffixes that are used to form adjectives from nouns such 

as:-y, -ly, -ous, -ful, -less. 

1- -y means made up of or characterized by. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2- The suffix -ly means in what manner something is being done. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3- -ous means quality or nature. 

 

 

 

 

                  

 

4- The suffix -ful means full of. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nouns  Adjectives 

brain  brainy 
fruit fruity 
rain rainy 
dirt dirty 

mess messy 

Nouns  Adjectives 

month monthly 
day daily 
cost costly 

friend friendly 
order orderly 

Nouns  Adjectives 

danger dangerous 
nerve nervous 
poison poisonous 
victory victorious 
humor humorous 

Nouns  Adjectives 

beauty beautiful 
skill skillful 

success successful 
grate grateful 

wonder wonderful 
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5- -less means without something or lacking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 

Negative Prefixes 

 A prefix is a group of letters placed before the root of a word. one way to make negative 

statements is with negative prefixes.  

 

A- We can make adjectives negatives by using different prefixes such as: un-, im-, in-, il- . 

1- The meaning of un- is against, not, or opposite. Words that take un– as a negative prefix 
may begin with a vowel or consonant.  

       
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

2- im- it’s meaning is not, or without. Words that take im– as a negative prefix always 

begin with the letter m or p. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nouns Adjectives 

power powerless 
use useless 

friend friendless 
home homeless 
worth worthless 

affirmative negative 

able unable 
fair unfair 

common uncommon 
usual unusual 
happy unhappy 

affirmative negative 

possible impossible 
moral immoral 
perfect imperfect 
mobile immobile 
polite impolite 
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3- The meaning of in- is not, or without. It’s used before words that start with a vowel 

(except i and u) or a consonant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4- Words that take il– as a negative prefix always begin with the letter l. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B- We can make verbs negatives by using negative prefixes such as: un-, dis-. 

1- un-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2- dis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

affirmative negative 

accurate inaccurate 
organic inorganic 
eligible ineligible 
valid invalid 

expensive inexpensive 

affirmative negative 

legal illegal 
logical illogical 
legible illegible 
literate illiterate 
literacy illiteracy 

affirmative  negative 

do undo 
tie untie 

bend unbend 
fasten unfasten 
pack unpack 

affirmative  negative 

agree disagree 
connect disconnect 
appear disappear 
qualify disqualify 
appoint disappoint 
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Lecture 3:                                         Unit Four 
Let’s go shopping! 

 
Indefinite Pronouns: a pronoun that does not refer to any person, amount, or thing in 

particular, e.g., anything, something, anyone, everyone. 

 some any no every 

People someone/somebody anyone/anybody no-one/nobody everyone/everybody 

Place somewhere anywhere nowhere everywhere 

Thing something anything nothing everything 

 

*We use someone/somebody / somewhere/ something mainly in positive sentences. 

E.g.: I want to go somewhere nice during the weekend. 

 

*We use anyone/anybody / anywhere / anything for questions and negative sentences. 
E.g.: Has anyone called me? 

 
*We use no-one/ nobody / nowhere / nothing in positive sentences, but they have 

negative meanings: they refer to an absence of people, place or thing. 

E.g.: He has nowhere to go. Can he stay with us? 

)؟انعم ءاقبلا عیطتسی لھف ھیلا بھذی ناكم كلمی ال صخشلا يفنلا ىلع لدی اھانعم نكل ةتبثم ةلمجلا نا ظحالن( *  

 

* We use everyone/everybody / everywhere / everything in positive sentences. 
E.g.: Everybody likes chocolate. 
 

*)everyone/everybody درفم اھدعب لعفلا نوكیف درفملا مسالا ةلماعم لماعت(. 
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Expressions of quantity 
Count and uncount nouns 

1- Count nouns we can count them ex. a girl, an egg. Count nouns can be singular or 

plural. 

Ex.:- This cup is full 

       - These cups are full. 

2- Uncount nouns we can’t count them ex. water, sugar. Uncount nouns can only be 

singular.  

Ex.: The water is cold. 

 

Ø much and many 

1-We use much with uncount nouns in questions and negatives. 

Ex.: How much money have you got? 

       I don’t have much time. 

 2- We use many with count nouns in questions and negatives. 

 Ex.: Do you think many people will go? 

          I don’t have many friends. 

 

Ø a few and a little 
1- a few can be used with count nouns. 

Ex.: There are a few students in the class. 

2- We use a little with uncount nouns. 

 Ex.: There is a little milk in the refrigerator. 
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Ø a lot / lots of 

1- We use a lot / lots of with both count and uncount nouns. 

Ex.: He drinks a lot of coffee. 

        There are lots of cars on the street.  

2- A lot / lots of can be used in questions and negatives. 

Ex.: I don't like a lot of salt in my food. 

        Were there lots of people at the football match? 

 

Ø Some and any 
1- Some can be used with countable and uncountable nouns in positive sentences. 

Ex.: I have bought some eggs.  

       There is some water in the bottle. 

2-We use some in questions that are requests or offers. 

Ex.: Can I have some cake? 

        Would you like some tea? 

3- Any is used in questions and negatives. 

Ex.: Is there any sugar in this tea? 

      I didn’t buy any apples. 
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How to use articles a/an/the: 
The indefinite article (a) is used:  

1- In front of singular countable nouns (a person, animal or thing) which are not 

specific. Ex.: a bag, a cup, a bus. 

*Note: We don’t use (a) before uncountable or plural nouns. 

2- Before the noun which starts with a consonant letter such as (b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, 

etc.). Ex.:  a cat, a pen. 

3- With professions Ex.: a teacher, a writer 

4- With some expressions of quantity. Ex.: a little, a few, a couple of. 

      5- With exclamations with What + a count noun. Ex.: What a lovely day! 

Exception:  

When the vowel (u) sounds like you.  

Ex.: a university, a utensil, a uniform. 

  
The indefinite article (an) is used: 

 1- In front of singular countable nouns which are not specific. 

*Note: We don’t use (an) before uncountable or plural nouns. 

2- Before the noun which starts with a vowel letter such as (a, e, i, o, u). 

Ex.: an apple, an egg, an orange. 

3- With professions Ex.: an architect, an anthropologist   

Exception:  
(an) is used when a noun begins with the consonant h which is silent. 

Ex.: an hour, an honor. 

 

The definite article (the) is used: 

1-In front of all nouns (singular, plural, countable or uncountable).  

2- To describe someone or something specific or unique. 

Ex.: the earth, the World, the sun. 
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3- Before seas, rivers, hotels, museum, theatres and newspapers. Ex.: the British 

Museum, The Times, the Atlantic. 

 

No article 

There is no article: 

1- Before plural and uncountable nouns when talking about things in general. 

 Ex.: I like potatoes. 

         Milk is good for you. 

2- Before countries, towns, streets, languages, magazines, meals, airports, stations 

and mountains. Ex.: I had lunch with John. 

3- Before some places and with some forms of transport. Ex.: at home, in/to bed, at/to 

work, by car, by bus 
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 Lecture 4:                                          Unit Five 
What do you want to do? 

 
 

1-  Will  
       Form: 
        Will + infinitive (base form of a verb) 

1- Positive and negative. 
    Subject Will            Infinitive 

        I 

He/She/It 

We/You/They 

       
            will (’ll) 

            will not (won’t) 

 

    come, help, invite,… 

        
           Ex.: 1- Positive: 
                    - I will do my best to help you. 
                    - He will buy the tickets. 
 
                    2- Negative: 

                    - They won’t win the match. 
                    - She won’t read the book. 
 
 

2- Question  
Question words Will Subject           Infinitive 

 When, Where 
 What,….. 

       
         will  

 
you, he, they,… 
     

     
     help, send , need,… 
 

             
             Ex.: - When will you send me the e-mail? 
                      - What will we need for the party? 
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3- Short answer 
Will Subject             Infinitive 

 
             Will 
 

       
          I, He, We,… 

 
    come , help , invite ,… 

            
            Ex.: - Will you help me? Yes, I will. 

   - Will they win the World Cup? No, they won’t. 
 
 
Use: 

1- Will is used to express a future decision or intention made at the moment of speaking. 

                  Ex.: - It’s Jane’s birthday. Is it? I’ll buy her some flowers. 

                           - I’ll give you my phone number. 

           2- To express an offer. 

                  Ex.: - I’ll take you to the airport tomorrow. 

                           - I’ll carry your suitcase.  

 

2- going to 
               Form: 
                am/is/are + going to + infinitive (base form of a verb) 

1- Positive and negative. 
 

I 

 
          am (’m) 
          am not (’m not) 

 

 

    

 

going to + infinitive 

(work, help , study…)  
          He/She/It 

       
             is (’s) 
             is not (isn’t) 
    

 

We/You/They 

 
              are (’re) 
              are not (aren’t) 
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                 Ex.: 1- Positive: 
                         - She is going to visit her grandma. 
                         - I am going to brush my teeth. 
 
                          2- Negative: 
                         - I’m not going to sell my car. 
                         - He isn’t going to help us. 
 

 

2- Question: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Ex.: - Where are you going to spend your holiday?  

                        -  What is he going to have for dinner? 

 

3-   Short answer: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 Ex.: - Are we going to eat fish tonight? Yes, we are. 
                      - Is he going to play football tomorrow? No, he isn’t. 

 

 
 
 

    

 

When, Where, 

What….  

 

am 

 

I 

 

    

going to + infinitive 

(work, help, 

study…)  

       is       He/She/It 

 

       are 

 

We/You/They 

 
Am 

 
I 

 
    
      going to + infinitive 
      (work, help, study…)  

           Is             He/She/It 

   
Are 

          
        We/You/They 
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Use:  
1- Going to is used to express a future decision, intention, or plan made before the 

moment of speaking. 

           Ex.: - How long are they going to stay in Japan? 

                   -  She isn’t going to have a birthday party. 

2- When we can see or feel now that something is certain to happen in the future. 

Ex.: - Watch out! That box is going to fall. 
        - Look at these clouds! It’s going to rain. 

 

Note: The following time expressions indicate that the event will happen in the 

future tense: (tomorrow, next week, next month, next year, next Monday, in two 

weeks, 2 years later, in 2022). 
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 Lecture 5:                                          Unit Six 
  Tell me! What’s like? 

 
What … like? 
 
1- Form 
 
What + to be + subject + like? 
 

 
 

What 

      Is your teacher 
Are his parents 

Was your holiday 
Were the beaches 

 
 

Like? 

She’s very patient. 
They’re very kind. 

Wonderful. We swam a lot. 
OK, but some were dirty. 

 
Note: 
We don’t use like in the answer 
Ex: She’s very patient.     NOT She’s like patient. 
 
2-Use 
What … like? Means ‘Describe somebody or something. Tell me about them. I don’t know 
anything about them’ 
 
Like in this question is a preposition, and not a verb: 
 
‘What’s Jim like?’  ‘He’s intelligent and kind, and he’s got lovely blue eyes.’ 
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Comparative and superlative adjectives: 
 
1-Form 

 
*Short adjectives with one word + one consonant double the consonant: 
  Hot/hotter/hottest, fat/fatter/fattest, big/bigger/biggest 
 

• Than is often used after a comparative adjective. 
Ex: I’m younger than Linda. 
       Jane’s more intelligent than Sarah. 
 

• Much can come before the comparative to give emphasis. 
Ex: She’s much nicer than her sister. 
       Is Tokyo much more modern than London? 

 
• The is used before superlative adjectives. 

Ex: He’s the funniest boy in class. 
       Which is the tallest building in the world. 

 
2-Use 
*We use comparatives to compare one thing, person, or action with another. 
  Ex: She’s taller than me 
         London’s more expensive than Rome. 
 
 

Adjective type Example Comparative Superlative 

Short adjectives 
cheap 
small 
*big 

cheaper 
smaller 
bigger 

cheapest 
smallest 
biggest 

Adjectives that end in -y 
funny 
early 
heavy 

funnier 
earlier 
heavier 

funniest 
earliest 
heaviest 

Adjectives with two 
syllables or more 

careful 
boring 

expensive 
interesting 

more careful 
more boring 

more expensive 
more interesting 

most careful 
most boring 

most expensive 
most interesting 

Irregular adjectives 
far 

good 
bad 

further 
better 
worse 

furthest 
best 

worst 
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*We use superlatives to compare somebody or something with the whole group. 
  Ex: She’s the tallest in the class. 
        It’s the most expensive hotel in the world. 
 
*As … as shows that something is the same or equal. 
  Ex: Jim’s as tall as Peter. 
         I’m as worried as you are. 
 
*Not as/so … as shows that something isn’t the same or equal. 
  Ex: She isn’t as tall as her mother. 
         My car wasn’t so expensive as yours. 
 
 
Synonyms: 
 
Synonyms are words that are the same or similar in meaning. 
 
Ex: Beautiful: attractive, pretty, lovely, stunning. 
       Funny: humorous, comical, hilarious, hysterical. 
 
 
Benefits of using Synonyms 
 

1-  Helps avoid dull/boring text 
2- Improves communication between you and others 

 
 
Antonyms: 
 
Antonyms are words that are opposite in meaning. 
 
Ex: happy - sad 
       good  - bad 
        rich   - poor 
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Lecture 6                                           Unit Seven 
                                                               Fame 
 
Present perfect 
 
1- Form 
Have/has+ -ed (past participle) 
 
Positive and Negative: 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Ex: He has finished his homework. 
        We have never eaten Mexican food. 
 
Ex: John hasn’t been to France. 
        I haven’t found a new job.     
 
         
 
Question: 

                                                                                                
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ex: How much has he won? 
       Where has he been? 

 

 

 

 

I / You / We / They 
 

’ve (have) 
haven’t 

 
 
         

           worked in a school 
He / She / It 

            
                  ’s (has) 
                    hasn’t 

I / You / We / They 
 

’ve (have) 
haven’t 

 
 
         

 
    He / She / It 

            
                  ’s (has) 
                    hasn’t 

 
What, where, how 

much,….. 

 
Have 

 

 
I / You / We / They 

 
 

made for dinner?       
 

Has 
            

He / She / It 
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Short answer: 

 

 

 

Ex: Have you visited England? 

       Has she taken the lunch? 

2- Use 
 
1- The Present Perfect looks back from the present into the past, and expresses what has 

happened before now. The action happened at an indefinite time in the past. 

 

I’ve met a lot of famous people. (Before now) 

She has won awards. (In her life) 

 

The action can continue to the present, and probably into the future. 

 She’s lived here for twenty years. (She still lives here) 

 

2- The Present Perfect expresses an experience as part of someone’s life. 

   I’ve travelled a lot in Africa. 

  They’ve lived all over the world. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Ever and never are common with this tense. 

   Ex: Have you ever been in a car crash? 

          My mother has never flown a plane. 

 

3- The Present Perfect expresses an action or state which began in the past and continues to the 

present. 

    Ex: I’ve known Alice for six years. 

    How long have you worked as a teacher? 

 
Have 

 

 
I / You / We / They 

 
 

Played basketball?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
            

Has 
            

He / She / It 
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Note that the time expressions for )ةدمل(  and since  )ذنم( are common with this use. We use for 
with a period of time, and since with a point in time. 

 

Ø We use since to indicate the beginning of a time period until the present. Since is used for 

the starting point of actions, events or states of being. Since can only be used with the 

perfect tenses. 

 

Note: If a verb follows “since” it may be past simple, but the main verb is usually present 
perfect.  
Ex: He’s wanted to learn about penguins since we went to the zoo. 

 

Ø Since is used before the word o’clock, before the days of the week , months of the year, 

years and with the word last  

Ex: Since one o’clock, Since half past two, Since 1981, Since July, Since Sunday, Since last 

winter, Since Yesterday, Since breakfast, Since the beginning of the month. 

Ex: He has known her since June. 

       She has been waiting since 7 o'clock. 

       I have had a beard since I left the army.  

 

Ø We use for when you’re talking about an amount of time – how long something happens. 

Usually, you use it with a period of time. It can be specific or general. For can be used 

with all tenses such as: the present perfect, simple past, or future. 

Ø For is used before the word hour, before numbers, before “the last”, for a long time, for 

ages. 

Ex: For half an hour, for one hour, for one day, for ten weeks, for five minutes, for six months, 

for several years, for many nights, for a few days, for the last three weeks, for the last nine 

months. 

Ex: We have lived here for two years. 

       I have waited at that station for five hours. 

       The doctor has been in the hospital for five hours. 
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4- The Present Perfect expresses a past action with results in the present. It is often a recent past 

action. 

 Ex: I’ve lost my wallet. (I don’t have it now) 

       The taxi’s arrived. (It’s outside the door now) 

 

Note: The adverbs just, already, and yet are common with this tense.  

Just  .”is used after the words “has” and “have : )تاظحل ذنم( 

Already  .is used after the words “has” and “have”, or at the end of a sentence : )نالا(

Yet  .is used in questions and negatives : )نالا دحل (

  Ex: She has just had some good news. 

         I have already had breakfast. 

         It’s 11:00 and she hasn’t got up yet. 
Note: The words and phrases that are used with this tense are: “till now, to this day, never, ever, 

lately, recently, and recent. 

Ex: I have not met him to this day. 

       My friend has bought a new car recently. 
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Lecture 7:                                          Unit Eight 
                                                        Do’s and don’ts 
                                                            

 have to:  
1-Form  

has/have + to + infinitive 

 Positive and negative 

We, You, They, I 
have 

don’t have to 

 

to 

 

Work hard. 

He, She, It 
has 

doesn’t have 

    
 Question 

 

Do 

 

We, You, They, I 

 

 

 

 

have to 

 

 

 

Work hard?  

Does 

 

He, She, It 

    
 

Note: 

 The past tense of have to is had to, with did and didn’t in the question and the negative. 

Ex: I had to get up early this morning. 

      Why did you have to work last weekend? 

      They liked the hotel because they didn’t have to do any cooking. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

2- Use 

1- Have to expresses a strong obligation. The obligation comes from ‘outside’- perhaps a law, a 

rule at school or work, or someone in authority. 

Ex: You have to have a driving license if you want to drive a car. (That’s the law.) 

       I have to start work at 8:00. (My company says I must.) 

       The doctor says I have to do more exercise. 
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2- Don’t/doesn’t have to expresses absence of obligation (it isn’t necessary). 

Ex: You don’t have to do the washing-up. I’ve got a dishwasher. 

      She doesn’t have to work on Monday. It’s her day off. 

 

Introduction to modal auxiliary verbs 

Form 

These are model auxiliary verbs. 
 

can, could, might, must, shall, should, will, would 

 
They have certain things in common: 
1- They ‘help’ another verb. The verb form is the infinitive without to. 
Ex: She can drive. 
      I must get my hair cut. 
 
2- There is no do/does in the question. 
Ex: Can she sing? 
      Should I go home now? 
 
3- The form is the same for all persons. There is no -s in the third person singular: 
Ex: He can sing very well. 
       She should try harder. 
       It will rain soon. 
 
4- To form the negative, add not (n’t). there is no don’t/doesn’t. 
Ex: I wouldn’t like to be a teacher.  
      You mustn’t steal. 
       It won’t rain tomorrow. 
 
Note 
will not = won’t 
  
5- Most modal verbs refer to the present and future. 

   Can has a past tense form, could. 

   Ex: I could swim when I was three. 
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Should 
 
1- Form 
 
Should + infinitive without to 
The forms of should are the same for all persons. 
 
Positive and negative: 
 

I 
He 
We 

They 

Should do more exercise. 
 

Shouldn’t tell lies 

 
 
Question: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                 

 
 
2- Use 
 
Should is used to express what the speaker things is right or the best thing to do. It expresses 
mild obligation, or advice. 
 
Ex: I should do more work. (This is my opinion,) 
 
      You should do more work. (I’m telling you what I think.) 
 
      Do you think we should stop here? (I’m asking for your opinion.) 
 

Ø Shouldn’t expresses negative advice. 
 
      Ex: You shouldn’t sit so close to the TV. It’s bad for your eyes. 
 
Note: 
 
Should expresses the opinion of the speaker, and it is often introduced by I think or I don’t think. 
 
Ex: I think Politicians should listen more. 
 
       I don’t think people should get married until they’re 21. 

Should 
I 

She 
They 

See a doctor? 

Do you think 
I 

He 
we 

Should see a doctor? 
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Must 
1- Form 
Must + infinitive without to 
The forms of must are the same for all persons. 
 
Positive and negative 
 

I 
He 
We 

They 

Must try harder 
 

Mustn’t steal. 

 
Questions with must are possible, but the use of have to is more common. 
 
Question 

Must I take exams? 
 

Do I have to take exams? 

Yes, you must. 
 

Yes, you do. 
 
2-Use 
 
1- Must expresses strong obligation. Generally, this obligation comes from ‘inside’ the speaker. 
 
Ex: I must get my hair cut. (I think this is necessary.) 
 
2- Because must expresses the authority of the speaker, you should be careful of using You 
must… It sounds very bossy! 
 
Ex: You must help me. (I am giving you an order.) 
 
       Could you help me? Is much better. 
 
3-You must… can express a strong suggestion. 
 
Ex: You must see the modern art exhibition. It’s wonderful. 
 
       You must give me a ring when you’re next in town. 
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Lecture 8:                                          Unit Eleven 
Things that changed the world 

 
The Passive 
 
To change an active sentence to a passive sentence:  
1- Make the object of the active sentence into the subject of the passive sentence. 
2- Use the verb “to be” in the same tense as the main verb of the active sentence. 
3- Use the past participle of the main verb of the active sentence. 
 
Examples: 
Active: Shakespeare wrote Hamlet.       (Object) 
Passive: Hamlet was written by Shakespeare. 
               (Subject) 
Note: If the active subject is of importance, it is mentioned after the preposition ” by ” ; 
otherwise it is dropped. 
 
Active: They sell eggs at this shop. 
Passive: Eggs are sold at this shop. 
 
 
Form 
 
Present simple tense am / is / are  

-ed (past participle) Past simple tense was / were 
Present perfect  has/have been 
Modal auxiliary verb will be 

 
Present Simple: 
Positive and negative 
Ex: English is spoken all over the world. 
      Renault cars are made in France. 
      My children aren’t helped with their homework. 
      Coffee isn’t grown in England. 
 
Question: 
Ex: Where is rice grown? 
 
Short answer: 
Ex: Are cars made in your country? Yes, they are/ No, they aren’t. 
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Past Simple: 
Positive and negative 
Ex: My car was stolen last night. 
       The animals were frightened by a loud noise. 
       He wasn’t injured in the accident. 
       The thieves weren’t seen by anyone. 
 
Question: 
 Ex: How was the window broken?  
 
Short answer: 
Ex: Were the plants watered last night? Yes, they were/ No, they weren’t. 
 
 
Present perfect: 
Positive and negative 
Ex: I’ve been robbed. 
       Diet cola has been made since 1982. 
       They haven’t been invited to the party. 
       This old violin hasn’t been played for ages. 
 
Question: 
Ex: How many times have you been hurt playing football? 
 
Short answer: 
Ex: Has my car been repaired? Yes, it has/No, it hasn’t. 
 
 
Will 
Positive and negative 
Ex: 10,000 cars will be produced next year. 
       The cars won’t sold in the UK. 
 
Question: 
Ex: Will the children be sent to a new school?  
 
Short answer: 
Ex: Will these cars be produced next year? Yes, they will/ No, they won’t. 
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Note:  
1- The rules for tense usage in the passive are the same as in the active. 
Present Simple to express habit: 
Ex: My car is serviced regularly. 
Past Simple to express a finished action in the past: 
Ex: America was discovered by Christopher Columbus. 
Present Perfect to express an action which began in the past and continues to the present: 
Ex: Diet cola has been made since 1982. 
 
2- If the sentence contains a modal verb, use the same modal verb followed by “be” and the past 
participle of the verb. 
Ex: Driving should be banned in city centers. 
       The boys will be taken to the zoo tomorrow. 
  
 
Notes: 
1- The passive is not another way of expressing the same sentence in the active. We choose the 
active or the passive depending on what we are more interested in. 
Example:  
Hamlet was written in 1600. (We are more interested in Hamlet). 
Shakespeare wrote comedies, histories and tragedies. (We are more interested in Shakespeare). 
 
2- Some verbs, for example (give, send, show) have two objects, a person and a thing. 
In the passive, we often make the person the subject, not the thing. 

Active Passive 
She gave me a book for my birthday. I was given a book for my birthday. 
Sarah sent her the information by post. She was sent the information by post. 
The teacher will show you where to sit. You’ll be shown where to sit. 

 
3- The object pronouns in active sentences will be change to subjects in passive sentences as 
shown below:      
                           
Object (active sentence) Subject (passive sentence) 

Me I 
You You 
Him He 
Her She 
It It 

Us We 
Them They 
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Lecture: 9                                   Unit Nine  

                                                    Going places 
 
Conjunctions of time 

Conjunctions are English words that connect words or sentences together. Conjunctions of 

time or time conjunctions are words that tell us when something happened. Some common time 

conjunctions are: when, after, before, until, while, and as soon as. 

Conjunctions Use Example 

before The main clause happens earlier in time. 

-She’ll pick you up before she comes here. 

- She made her bed before she left 
the house. 

after The main clause happens later in time. -After she comes here, she’ll pick you up. 
- After I ate dinner, I went to bed. 

when The main clause happens after the 
dependent clause, or at the same time. 

- She was in a bad car accident when she     was 
young. 
- When I lived in Norway, I lived 
with a local family. 

while 
The main clause happens at the same time 
as the dependent clause in the past, 
present or future. 

- Can you wait in the car while I run into the 
shop? 

- They were talking while the teacher was 
explaining the activity. 

As soon as The main clause happens immediately 
after the dependent clause. 

-As soon as we hear any news, we’ll call you. 
- As soon as he finished his work, he went out. 

until The main clause happens up to the time 
when the dependent clause happens. 

- Keep going until I tell you to stop 
- We played until it got dark 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conjunctions of time:  
 
1- On Fridays I often stay in bed --------10 o'clock. 

 a- until                      b- before               c- when 

2- --------- I go to school; I take my little brother to preschool. 

a- Before                     b- After                  c- Until 

3- We stayed in our house --------- the rain stopped. 

a- if                             b- until                  c- before     

4- ---------he heard about the accident he was shocked.  

a-While                      b- When                  c- If  

5- ----------- I'm having my hair cut, you can do the shopping. 

a- when                     b- if                        c- while 

6- We can go ---------you're ready. 

a- if                          b- while                  c- before 

7- ----------- I'm having my hair cut, you can do the shopping.  

a- While                   b- When                  c- If 

8- Stop at the petrol station -------we run out of petrol. 

a- after                     b- when                 c- before 

9- I'm so worried about James--------you hear any news, phone me. 

a- as soon as           b- while                 c- after 

10- --------- we discover life on another planet. Will it be intelligent? 

a- If                       b-When                  c- As soon as 
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Lecture: 10                                       If-clauses 

 
First conditional  

Form 

If + Present Simple, will + infinitive without to 

Positive and negative 

 

  if 

 

I work hard, I 

She has enough money, she 

We don’t hurry up, we 

You’re late , I  

’ll (will) 

Won’t 

pass my exams. 

Buy a new car. 

be late. 

wait for you. 

 

Question 

What 

Where 
will 

you do 

she go 
if 

you don’t go to university 

      she can’t find a job? 

 

Short answer 

Will you go to university if you pass your exam? 

If we look after the planet, will we survive? 

Yes, I will / No, I won’t 

Yes, I will / No, I won’t 

 
Note: The condition clause if can come at the beginning of the sentence or at the end of the 

cluse. If it comes at the end, we don’t use a comma. 

Ex: If I work hard, I’ll pass my exam. 

      I’ll pass my exam if I work hard. 

Use:  

1- The first conditional is used express a possible condition and a probable result in the future. 

Ex: If my cheque comes, I’ll buy us all a meal. 

       You’ll get wet if you don’t take an umbrella. 

       What’ll happen to the environment if we don’t look after it. 

 Note:  

1- English uses a present tense in the condition clause, not a future form. 
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Ex: If it rains …NOT If it will rain. 

       If I work hard…NOT If I’ll work hard. 

2- If expresses a possibility that something will happen; when expresses what the speaker 

sees as certain to happen. 

Ex: If I find your book, I’ll send it to you. 

      When I get home, I’ll have a bath. 

 
     
 



Verb tenses practice: 
 
Choose the correct answer: 
 

1- She ---------- up early every day. 

a- get                              b- gets                    c- is getting  

 

2- He ------------a new house last month. 

a- bought                      b- buy                     c- buys 

 

3- I am going to ---------- tomorrow. 

a- cooking                    b- cooks                       c- cook 

 

4- They are ------------- lunch now. 

a- having                         b- had                             c- have             

 

5- My cat is ---------- fish. 

a- eat                               b- ate                               c- eating  

 

6- My brother ---------- to gym every day. 
 

a- goes                     b- went                           c- is going 

 

7- The rain --------- an hour ago. 
 

a- stop                       b- stopped                          c- stops 
 

 
8- I am going to -------- my aunt next Friday. 
 
a- visits                        b- visit                               c- visiting 

 
 
 

 



9- He ------- to bed early yesterday. 
 
a- Went                          b- go                               c- goes 

 
 

10-   My son ---------- in London. 
 

a- live                        b- is living                    c- lives 
 


